Join us for our interactive Zoom seminars to learn how True Storytelling supports your leadership.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
Find the New Normal as a Leader in Challenging Time

Through 4 sessions, the seminars introduces you to the Seven True Storytelling Principles:

1. Ethics and sustainability
2. Stories to give your project new energy
3. Creating clear plots
4. Timing
5. Helping your strategy along and being open for experiment
6. Staging your project
7. Evaluation

Starting May 11th, 4:30 pm GMT+1, we gather global leaders and experts in the field of storytelling to discuss how to plan, facilitate, evaluate and create commitment for the new normal and sustainable change in your daily work.

Join Zoom Meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8388499873

Learn more: true-storytelling.com/consulting